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A. INTRODUCTION 
1. We tend to view our lives within the framework of various stories and incidents. 
     a. And it’s those narratives that ultimately define our view of how our lives are going.  
     b. Be reflective for a moment: right now, you likely view your life in one of three ways: 
 1) Trending Up: things are going well 

2) Trending Down: things are not going well 
3) Holding Even: it could be better, but it could be worse.  
   *It’s the collection of these trends that tend to define our life’s overall trajectory.  

     c. So when you ask yourself, “What’s my life’s path?” we're hoping for 1 of 2 trajectories:  
 1) For some of us, we want to see that gradual increase 

a) I’d suggest that this is the American Dream we’ve sold for decades 
 b) Each month or year is a little better in the one before 
 c) At then end of this journey, we’re hoping to reach the top of the mountain. 

 2) For others, we’ve made previous mistakes, so we’re hoping we’ve hit rock bottom.  
  a) We’re hoping that things can’t get any worse than this.  

b) From rock bottom, we’re hoping for redemption and an upward trend. 
3) What none of us really wants is that third trajectory: the child star  

  a) There are far too many examples of this to go around.  
  b) In this stage, the best of your life is far behind you 
  c) In this path, there’s nowhere to go but down. 
2. So if we want to access those first two trajectories, going upward, what does it take? 
     a. And, most importantly, how do we access this as followers of Jesus 
     b. What role does faith play in my desire to improve my place in life 
3. In this study of the Bible, we’re studying the New Testament letter to the Colossians.  
     a. Specifically, we’re pursuing the question, Why Jesus Wins? 
     b. There’s exclusivity to Jesus that the world can find offensive; still we must ask it. 
     c. If Jesus claimed (John 14:6) the only way to God, what does that mean? 
     d. Today we deconstruct Jesus’ very humanity to see how that impacts our life trajectory 
 
B. Colossian 1:15-18 
15 The Son is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all creation. 16 For in him all things were 
created: things in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or powers or rulers or authorities; all 
things have been created through him and for him. 17 He is before all things, and in him all things hold together.  
18 And he is the head of the body, the church; he is the beginning and the firstborn from among the dead, so 
that in everything he might have the supremacy. 
 
1. There are four aspects of Jesus’ character that Paul will reveal in the rest of this chapter. 
     a. First: JESUS IS SUPREME 

1) The concept of the Trinity is still one of the most confusing in Christianity 
  a) It’s easy to say that God is “three in one,” but it’s a challenging concept 

 b) The key biblical text concerning the Trinity is in the Torah: Deuteronomy 6:4  
  1) God’s people are told that their God is different than the pagans.  

   2) While other nations worshipped many gods, the Jews believed in one. 
  3) After Jesus came, there was still polytheism, but Christians held to one  

  c) While it’s paradoxical, the idea that three can be one, it’s biblical. 
d) Scripture teaches that Father, Son, & Holy Spirit are one God 

2) Paul affirms it here: Jesus was no ordinary man. He was God come down to earth. 
  a) This is why Christianity is exclusive. We believe God lived among His creation. 
  b) He’s not only Creator but Sustainer. See verse 18: he holds all things together 
     b. Take a moment to imagine the force present in just these four verses. 



 1) The span of the entire universe, the breadth of creation, is within Jesus 
 2) From galaxies/planets/stars, to earth/mountains/valleys to weather/seasons . . . 

3) All the power that’s ever existed was wrapped up into one human being. 
     c. This is why Jesus was truly supreme. This is why there is no one like him. 
2. Look closer into Paul’s mentioning thrones/powers/rulers/authorities 
     a. How much time do we spend concerned about these entities today? 
 1) This is the majority of the news that we read about. 

2) These entities consume our conversations and many of our arguments. 
     b. I’m not suggesting that we should be ignorant of politics, but we must prioritize this. 
     c. When I’m overtly passionate about politics and indifferent to faith, I’ve failed.  
     d. Paul clarifies why we need a proper view of powers and authority: Colossians 1:13,  

“[God] rescued us from the dominion of darkness and brought us into the kingdom of the Son he loves …” 
     d. Jesus is above any kingdom or nationality. He demands much more of our attention. 
3. Note also the quote from verse 18, “Firstborn among the dead.”  
     a. This is final proof as to why Jesus is truly supreme 
     b. He did what no other human being has ever been able to do: conquered death. 
     c. There’s no one else like him. He’s God. He’s worthy of our worship. He’s supreme.  
 
C. Colossian 1:19,20 
19 For God was pleased to have all his fullness dwell in him, 20 and through him to reconcile to himself all things, 
whether things on earth or things in heaven, by making peace through his blood, shed on the cross. 
 
1. The second aspect of Jesus’ character we see in this chapter: JESUS IS RECONCILER 
     a. The definition of reconcile is to cause harmony between forces at conflict. 
     b. We live in a world of conflict, but Jesus’ character mean to resolve this. 
 1) He resolves the conflict created by our sin, bringing us back to God. 
 2) He resolves the conflict in humanity, pulling the diversity of humanity together. 
     c. While our faith states that Jesus is exclusive, he comes to bring peace for everyone. 
2. How does Jesus accomplish making peace in heaven and earth? See verse 20 
     a. He uses two surprising tools to reconcile: his blood and the cross 

1) In the ancient world, blood was often viewed as a symbol of human weakness,  
a) When ancients saw blood, it meant seeing the life of someone spilled out.  
b) The fact that the early church elevated the blood of Jesus is interesting 
c) Jesus rewrote the narrative and his blood became a symbol of power 

2) Additionally, the cross was the greatest symbol of shame in the Roman world.  
 a) If the first Christians were going to invent a story, it wouldn’t include a cross. 

b) In that era, no one would find honor and victory in a crucified leader  
     b. The way God chose to reconcile with humanity through Jesus is so poetic 
 1) Blood and the cross were reviled; you wouldn’t talk about it publically 
 2) Yet these became the very symbols of reconciliation of the Lord. 
     c. Theologian Nijay Gupta does an admirable job of explaining this: 
“It took a human body, a member of the old age under sin and death, to confront death once and for all, but 
with a twist: this body would have the fullness of God, the mortal “as-good-as-dead” body of old Adam imbued 
with the resurrection life and powers of the Creator God.” 
     d. Jesus reconciled the powerful (deity/God) and the powerless (body/humanity) 
 
D. Colossian 1:21,22 
21 Once you were alienated from God and were enemies in your minds because of your evil behavior. 22 But 
now he has reconciled you by Christ’s physical body through death to present you holy in his sight, without 
blemish and free from accusation—  
 
1. The third characteristic we discover in this chapter is that JESUS WAS INCARNATE 
     a. Other parts of Paul’s letter to the Colossians examine this concept more thoroughly.  



     b. But recognize that there was skepticism in the 1st century concerning the human body  
 1) The ancients observed its flaws—especially ridiculously high mortality rates 
  a) In this era, three of every ten infants did not survive childbirth. 
  b) The average age for a male was around 30 years old. 
 2) This, among other reasons, is why ancient philosophers were fixated on the body. 
2. We have the inverse issue today. People are living longer than ever before. 
     a. Neonatal care can help babies survive when they would have once died. 
     b. Humans can “hack” their bodies through workout routines and supplements.  
     c. At the end of life, cryogenic freezing gives some people hope for living once again. 
     d. All of this enables humans to live longer than ever; to make the body last longer 
3. For Jesus, however, the body was a means to an end.  
     a. It was, ultimately, a tool for reconciliation. 
     b. While Christians can dwell on ourselves, we need to see our bodies as Jesus did 
     c. Perhaps if we took this view, our lives could have a greater impact. 
 
E. Colossian 1:23 
23 if you continue in your faith, established and firm, and do not move from the hope held out in the gospel. This is 
the gospel that you heard and that has been proclaimed to every creature under heaven, and of which I, Paul, 
have become a servant. 
 
1. For this final characteristic of Christ, we need to dig a little deeper 
     a. Paul continually urges Christians to hold to the gospel—the good news of Jesus 
     b. But as does throughout his writings, he puts forth himself as a model of this. 
     c. See 1 Corinthians 11:1, “Follow my example as I follow the example of Christ” 
2. He takes the same position again: be like me, because I’m a slave to the gospel 
     a. For thousands of years, slavery has been an embarrassment to humanity 

1) Whether the enslavement of Africans shipped to the Americas . . . 
2) . . . or the sex trafficking that still occurs today 

    b. Slavery in the Roman Empire in Paul’s time was much different than either of those. 
1) Regardless, it was still a dehumanizing event.  
2) A slave’s identity is sacrificed in the service of another. 

c. Paul states here that he became a slave to the gospel—to the service of Christ 
 1) In doing so, however, he was merely following the example of Jesus himself. 

2) Read what Paul writes in Philippians 2:6-11 
“Who, being in very nature God, did not consider equality with God something to be used to his own advantage; rather, he 
made himself nothing by taking the very nature of a servant, being made in human likeness. And being found in appearance 
as a man, he humbled himself  . . . by becoming obedient to death—even death on a cross! Therefore God exalted him to the 
highest place and gave him the name that is above every name, that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven 
and on earth and under the earth, and every tongue acknowledge that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.” 
 

3. So the final and most important characteristic in this chapter: JESUS IS HUMBLE 
     a. Jesus became a slave to both humanity AND death  
     b. Why did he do this? In order to give us life eternal. 
     c. Like the Trinity, we have another paradox: His Humility is His greatest display of power   
 
F. CONCLUSION 
1. WHY DOES JESUS WIN ABOVE ALL OTHER WORLDVIEWS?  
     a. Because Jesus didn’t take the easy way out. 

1) His power was untraditional: it wasn’t found in stars/mountains/weather 
2) Jesus’ greatest power was revealed in his ability not to use it.  
3) With his example, we should reconsider the way that we view our lives. 

     b. Jesus’ life trajectory in some way replicates that of the child star 
 1) Think about how much we romanticize the Christmas narrative 
 2) We love to tell the story of Jesus birth: shepherds, wise men, stars . . . 



 3) But the life trajectory of Jesus ends at his lowest point: death on a cross. 
     c. But Jesus was able to create a life trajectory that transcends his own death 
 1) This is much different than us regular humans. 
 2) When we look introspectively, we must consider there’s more to life than this. 
 3) Following Jesus means that we view our life trajectory differently 
     d. We should find perspective in the humility of Jesus.  

1) Paul writes in 2 Corinthians 4:17 “For our light and momentary troubles are achieving for us an  
eternal glory that far outweighs them all.” 

 2) If life isn’t going like you want, do not fear. Jesus wins. And we win through him.  
2. This week, try to remember how Jesus used his power to change our eternity: 
     a. He didn’t. He held back. He was humble when he had all power. 
     b. We must live in humility like he chose to do. As it says in 1 Peter 5:6 

Humble yourselves, therefore, under God’s mighty hand, that he may lift you up in due time. 


